Chemical vapor deposited polymer layer for efficient passivation of planar perovskite solar cells†
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Reducing non-radiative recombination losses by advanced passivation strategies is pivotal to maximize the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of perovskite solar cells (PSCs). Previously, polymers such as poly(methyl methacrylate), poly(ethylene oxide), and polystyrene were successfully applied in solution-processed passivation layers. However, controlling the thickness and homogeneity of these ultra-thin passivation layers on top of polycrystalline perovskite thin films is a major challenge. In response to this challenge, this work reports on chemical vapor deposition (CVD) polymerization of poly(p-xylylene) (PPX) layers at controlled substrate temperatures (14–16 °C) for efficient surface passivation of perovskite thin films. Prototype double-cation PSCs using a ~1 nm PPX passivation layer exhibit an increase in open-circuit voltage (V_{OC}) of ~40 mV along with an enhanced fill factor (FF) compared to a non-passivated PSC. These improvements result in a substantially enhanced PCE of 20.4% compared to 19.4% for the non-passivated PSC. Moreover, the power output measurements over 30 days under ambient atmosphere (relative humidity ~40–50%) confirm that the passivated PSCs are more resilient towards humidity-induced degradation. Considering the urge to develop reliable, scalable and homogeneous deposition techniques for future large-area perovskite solar modules, this work establishes CVD polymerization as a novel approach for the passivation of perovskite thin films.

Introduction

Organic–inorganic perovskite materials have drawn tremendous attention for optoelectronic devices over the past decade, given their exceptional optoelectronic properties and use of low-cost precursor materials.1–4 By compositional engineering,5,6 optimization of the perovskite thin film morphology,7–9 and interfacial passivation,10–13 the performance of perovskite photovoltaics was significantly improved, reaching power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of single-junction perovskite solar cells (PSCs) exceeding 25% in 2019.14 This study engages with surface passivation, a strategy that is key to reduce the non-radiative recombination losses at the interface of the perovskite thin film and the electron transport layer (ETL) or hole transport layer (HTL), thereby reducing the dark saturation current and, in turn, enhancing the open circuit-voltage (V_{OC}) and fill factor (FF) of PSCs.15,16 Moreover, interface passivation layers were reported to improve the stability of PSCs with regard to external stress caused by humidity,17–19 light20–22 and temperature.23,24

In the conventional n-i-p PSC architecture, the bottom n-type ETL is commonly composed of a robust inorganic material such as TiO_{2} or SnO_{2} that exhibits a high tolerance toward surface treatments, enabling the facile application of passivation on top of these ETLs.25–28 In contrast, surface passivation of the interface between the perovskite and the p-type HTL is more challenging because of the sensitivity of perovskite thin films against surface treatments, such as polar solvents or post-
processing heat treatment. Several materials such as metal oxides, small organic molecules and polymers have been explored in the past for passivation of the perovskite/HTL interface in PSCs of n-i-p architecture. In particular, insulating polymer layers processed from solution such as poly-(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), polystyrene and poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PVD) were successfully applied to suppress interfacial recombination losses, leading to enhanced Voc and FF. However, controlling the thickness and ensuring conformal coating of the polycrystalline perovskite thin film by solution-processed polymer layers imposes some critical challenges. Firstly, the thicknesses must be in the order of only a few nanometers to avoid large series resistances while maintaining good surface coverage to ensure sufficient passivation. Secondly, considering that the surfaces of solution-processed perovskite thin films are rough – a typical root mean square roughness (rms) is ~30 nm – the deposition of homogeneous polymer layers becomes very difficult by solution-processing techniques. For these reasons, it is of key interest to develop a solvent-free deposition technique that enables the formation of a polymer passivation layer on rough textures of the perovskite films with precisely controlled thickness. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) polymerization is able to deposit polymer coatings over large surface areas and has been used widely to fabricate consumer products. Besides the main advantage of being solvent-, plasticizer- and initiator-free, which ensures high purity in the large-area deposition, CVD polymerization allows for a precise thickness control of the polymer layer. Additionally, CVD typically results in pinhole-free layers and conformal coating of nanometer sized features. CVD polymerization can be operated at low temperatures (~14–16 °C), which is beneficial for preventing temperature induced degradation of the perovskite thin films. Furthermore, CVD polymerization provides well-defined linear polymer coatings due to its well-defined reaction pathway and low propensity for chemical side reactions. These features, combined with the fact that passivation layers created by CVD polymerization are intrinsically compatible with flexible perovskite solar cells, may offset the potentially higher processing costs due to the need for vacuum-based processing. Previously, the one-step CVD polymerization technique was used to form functional coatings and nanofibers on a variety of substrates based on the Gorham process. Recently, CVD polymerization was used for encapsulation of perovskite in order to slow down the decomposition reactions of perovskite in high humidity atmosphere.

This work reports on CVD polymerization as a technique for the finely-controlled deposition of homogeneous poly(p-xylylene) (PPX) polymer passivation layers onto the surface of perovskite thin films. By carefully optimizing the thickness of the PPX layers incorporated in double-cation PSCs, non-radiative recombination at the perovskite/HTL interface is efficiently suppressed, yielding high PCE solar cells with negligible hysteresis. The formation of the ultra-thin PPX layers and their effect on the optoelectronic properties of perovskite thin films are investigated by means of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), time-of-flight secondary-ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS), and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. Furthermore, the present work demonstrates that the moisture stability of the passivated PSC compared to a non-passivated one under ambient humidity is significantly improved.

Results and discussion

Ultra-thin PPX layers of thicknesses between 0.5 nm and 5 nm are deposited on the surface of the double-cation perovskite thin films via the CVD polymerization of [2.2]paracyclophane monomer (Fig. 1a and b). During the CVD polymerization process, the monomer sublimes at elevated temperatures (90–120 °C) and later forms radicals during the pyrolysis step at 660 °C, while flowing through a 320 mm long quartz tube with the argon (Ar) carrier gas. Finally, the polymerization occurs on top of the cooled perovskite thin film substrates (14–16 °C) in the polymerization chamber that is equipped with a rotatable sample holder (Scheme S1†). This cooled substrate prevents perovskite thin films degradation during the passivation process, which encourages future work on flexible perovskite thin film passivation. The thickness of the PPX layers deposited on the surface of perovskite thin films is determined by ellipsometry. These measurements indicate the deposition of homogenous PPX layers with the thickness of 0.5 ± 0.2, 1.0 ± 0.2, 2.0 ± 0.3, and 5.0 ± 0.3 nm on the surface of the perovskite thin films (Table S1†). During PPX deposition, the thickness of the PPX layer increases linearly with the amount of monomer supplied (Fig. S1†). Therefore, the thickness of PPX layer can be controlled by feeding a precise amount of monomer into the sublimation zone of the CVD setup. SEM images of the cross section of silicon wafers coated with a PPX layer with thickness of 10 nm, 25 nm, and 50 nm are shown in Fig. S2.

In order to prove the presence of the PPX layers and analyse the surface chemistry of PPX-coated perovskite thin films, XPS and ToF-SIMS measurements on uncoated and coated perovskite thin films with PPX layer thickness of 0.5 nm, 1 nm, 2 nm, and 5 nm are conducted. The C 1s XP spectra of the uncoated, 0.5 nm, 1 nm, 2 nm and 5 nm PPX-coated perovskites are depicted in Fig. 1c. The spectrum of the uncoated perovskite shows three components at 283.0 eV (C–C, C–H), at 286.5 eV (C–N) and at 288.5 eV [NH2–C=NH2]+ stemming from a carbon contamination layer and from components of the perovskite layer (formamidinium and methylammonium). Along with the deposition of the PPX layer, an increase in the intensity of the aliphatic and aromatic component at 285.0 eV is observed in comparison to the contributions stemming from the perovskite thin film. Deposition of the PPX layer can be quantitatively monitored by the increase of various ratios, namely here the ratio (C–C, C–H)/(C–C, C–N) from 4.2 for uncoated perovskite to 6.0, 8.6, 20.1 and 63.4 for 0.5 nm, 1 nm, 2 nm, and 5 nm PPX-coated perovskites respectively (Table 1), proving the formation of a carbon-rich layer. Because of the information depth of XPS, comparable results are obtained for the 0.5 nm layer and the uncoated sample with its usually observed contamination. Moreover, the typically weak peak corresponding to the π–π* transition at ~291.5 eV (characteristic for PPX containing aromatic rings) appears for the 5 nm PPX-coated perovskite
In correspondence with the increased PPX contributions, the concentration of iodine (characteristic for the perovskite) decreases from 41.5 at% for uncoated perovskite down to 7.7 at% along the thickness series studied (Table 1) and similarly, the concentration of Pb (further characteristic signal for the perovskite) decreases clearly from 15.3 at% for uncoated perovskite thin film down to 2.8 at% for 5 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin films. The drop in the intensity of both characteristic signals of perovskite (Pb and I) reveals the presence of a further layer on the surface. This can be demonstrated in addition by the evolution of the ratio between (C–C, C–H) moieties to I (and Pb) (Table 1). Overall, the increase of the

**Table 1** Atomic concentration (at%) determined by XPS for the uncoated, 0.5 nm, 1 nm, 2 nm, and 5 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin film samples and relevant ratio of concentrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I (at%)</th>
<th>Pb (at%)</th>
<th>(C–C, C–H)/I</th>
<th>(C–C, C–H)/Pb</th>
<th>(C–C, C–H)/(C–N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncoated</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 nm PPX</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 nm PPX</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 nm PPX</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 nm PPX</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Fig. 1c inset). In correspondence with the increased PPX contributions, the concentration of iodine (characteristic for the perovskite) decreases from 41.5 at% for uncoated perovskite down to 7.7 at% along the thickness series studied (Table 1) and similarly, the concentration of Pb (further characteristic signal for the perovskite) decreases clearly from 15.3 at% for uncoated perovskite thin film down to 2.8 at% for 5 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin films. The drop in the intensity of both characteristic signals of perovskite (Pb and I) reveals the presence of a further layer on the surface. This can be demonstrated in addition by the evolution of the ratio between (C–C, C–H) moieties to I (and Pb) (Table 1). Overall, the increase of the
signals stemming from PPX and attenuation of the signals from perovskite confirm the deposition of the PPX on the surface of the perovskite thin film.

These observations are further supported by ToF-SIMS depth profiles. For this purpose, dual beam depth profiles were recorded using $\text{Bi}^+$, 25 keV, primary ions during a low energy argon ion cluster ($\text{Ar}_{1200}$, 2.5 keV) bombardment until the lead signals stabilized and the PPX signals ($\text{C}_8\text{H}_8^+$ and other hydrocarbons) dropped to <5% of their initial value. The depth integrated signals of the $\text{C}_8\text{H}_8^+$, a characteristic mass fragment for the repeating unit of the PPX polymer layer, increase significantly for the 1 nm, 2 nm, and the 5 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin film (Fig. 1d top). The relative intensities of the $\text{C}_8\text{H}_8^+$ signals are proportional to the thicknesses of the PPX layers deposited on the surface of the perovskite thin films as determined by ellipsometry (Fig. S3†). Furthermore, depth profiles of $\text{C}_8\text{H}_8^+$ measured on uncoated and PPX-coated perovskite thin films, shown in Fig. 1d bottom, are in good agreement with the amounts expected for the deposited PPX layers. Altogether, ellipsometry, XPS, and ToF-SIMS analyses of PPX-coated perovskite thin films strongly indicate that the PPX layers with thicknesses of 0.5–5 nm are successfully deposited on the perovskite surface by CVD polymerization. We further observed that the polymer films deposited by CVD, but not the corresponding precursor, are stable against common solvents such as ethanol and acetonitrile (Fig. S4†).

The polymeric nature of the PPX layer on a silicon wafer (after washing with ethanol and acetonitrile) was confirmed by XPS and ToF-SIMS (Fig. S4a and b†). As a next step, it is confirmed that the ultra-thin PPX layer does not alter the morphology and crystallinity of the underlying perovskite thin films. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of uncoated and coated perovskite thin films with 1 nm and 5 nm thick PPX layers exhibit the same surface morphology (Fig. S5a–c†). Moreover, the same characteristic X-ray diffraction (XRD) peaks before and after CVD polymerization are observed for the perovskite thin films, which indicates that the crystallinity of perovskite does not alter by the PPX deposition (Fig. S5d†). Given that the deposited PPX layers are ultra-thin, the absorbance of the perovskite thin films is not affected (Fig. S5e†). Therefore, the parasitic absorption losses caused by the PPX deposition are negligible.

To evaluate the effect of the ultra-thin PPX layers on the underlying perovskite thin films, the performance of PSCs incorporating these layers is investigated. To this end, the PSCs are fabricated using the following planar n–i–p PSC architecture: glass substrate, indium tin oxide (ITO) front electrode, nanoparticle-based $\text{SnO}_2$ HTL, double-cation perovskite ([FA$\text{PbI}_3$)$_{0.97}$[MAPbBr$_3$]$_{0.03}$] thin film, 2,2',7,7-tetrakis(N,N'-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) HTL and gold back electrode (ESI†). The PPX layers are deposited with varying thicknesses (0.5, 1, 2 and 5 nm) on top of the perovskite thin films. Cross-sectional SEM images of the PSCs show the respective layer stacks (Fig. S6†). Fig. 2a–d shows the statistical data of photovoltaic parameters for both reverse and forward scan direction of the $J$–$V$ characteristic of 25 PSCs that were passivated with a range of different thicknesses of PPX layers at the perovskite/HTL interface. It should be noted that the $J_{SC}$ of $J$–$V$ measurements is updated by the calculated correction factor of the $J_{SC}$ derived from EQE, which will be discussed later. Both, the $V_{OC}$ and FF gradually increase up to an optimal thickness of the PPX layer around 1 nm and decrease for higher thicknesses in forward as well as reverse scan.
direction. This decrement with high PPX thicknesses is attributed to the insulating characteristic of the PPX layer, which impacts all relevant photovoltaic parameters at higher thicknesses and is accompanied by a significant increase in series resistance (RS) (see Fig. S7 and Table S2†). The advantage of the PPX as a passivation layer for the PSCs is highlighted by the increase in $V_{OC}$ peaking at a PPX thickness of 1 nm with an average value of 1.11 V, exceeding the $V_{OC}$ of the uncoated reference PSCs at 1.09 V. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2a–d and S8,† PSCs with passivating PPX layers of optimized thickness, i.e. 1 nm, show low hysteresis, which we ascribe to the efficient suppression of charge accumulation at the perovskite/HTL interface of passivated perovskite thin film. The hysteresis for 5 nm PPX coated samples is significantly increased compared to the devices with lower PPX thicknesses as well as the reference, which is attributed to the fact that thick PPX layers act as insulators (Fig. S7 and Table S2†).

A detailed analysis of the passivation properties of PPX layer follows in the subsequent section by means of photoluminescence spectroscopy. The PPX layer of 1 nm thickness provides combination of an efficient passivation and sufficient conductivity. The average PCE of fabricated PSCs with uncoated and 1 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin films increased from 18.4% up to 19.8%, evaluating 25 samples per category (Fig. S8†).

These results suggest that 1 nm is the optimum thickness of passivation layer on top of the perovskite thin film. Therefore, photovoltaic and optoelectronic properties of the 1 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin film are investigated in more detail.

Several reports show that the $V_{OC}$ can be significantly improved by means of solution-processed passivation layers. For example, our group recently demonstrated that by creating a very thin layer of two-dimensional (2D) perovskite at the interface of high band gap three-dimensional (3D) perovskite ($\approx 1.72$ eV) and HTL, the $V_{OC}$ has improved to 1.31 V with $V_{OC}$ deficit of 0.41 V.† The PPX interlayer used in this work distinct from the 2D/3D perovskite hetero-structure, as it is deposited via a solvent-free CVD polymerization, allowing precise control over the thickness of the passivation layer and good homogeneity on large areas.

By keeping all the experimental conditions constant during the CVD process (i.e. operating temperatures and pressures) and feeding a precise amount of monomer in each run, uniform deposition of the PPX layer was achieved. To demonstrate the homogeneity on a macroscopic scale, up to 16 samples (perovskite thin film substrates) with the dimensions of $1.6 \times 1.6$ cm$^2$ were coated (Scheme S2†). No relevant thickness variation was observed for the 16 samples that are placed 1 cm apart, showing that uniform deposition of PPX coatings on areas of up to $9.5 \times 9.5$ cm$^2$ is feasible. Table S1† shows the film thickness, determined by ellipsometry measurements, for several spots on three random substrates per PPX deposition (targeted thickness of 0.5 nm, 1 nm, 2 nm and 5 nm). Exemplary, fitted parameters and the quality of the fit in the ellipsometry experiments for a 1 nm PPX layer are reported in Fig. S9†. It should be noted that we apply for convenience a Cauchy model that is suitable for transparent materials and therefore of limited relevance for wavelengths shorter than 370 nm (see Fig. S9†), where PPX layers exhibit some absorption.4 For each PPX deposition, the standard deviation in film thickness remains <0.2 nm (Table S1†), highlighting the good homogeneity on a macroscopic scale. In general, we expect also a high degree of conformality on a sub-micrometer scale for the PPX layer, since the monomer possesses very low values of sticking coefficients. However, characterization of the degree of conformality on a sub-micrometer scale in our system involves reporting of extensive data and analysis, which is out of scope of the current work. We also refer to our previous work, wherein we have demonstrated the ability to deposit the PPX polymer with controlled thickness on multiple samples on a large area of 15 cm in diameter.42,43

The very good homogeneity of the PPX layer becomes evident when comparing the four solar cells processed simultaneously on the same device. As shown in Fig. S10a†, the PSC with PPX layer exhibit almost identical $J$–$V$ characteristics and photovoltaic parameters (Table S3†), strongly encouraging the conclusion that the passivation layer obtained in one CVD run is homogeneous over the whole area of the four cells. Furthermore, the reproducibility of the CVD passivation method is demonstrated by comparing the PCEs of 25 passivated PSCs per category from 4 batches. As shown in Fig. S10b†, PSCs of different batches show almost identical PCEs with an average of 19.8%, 19.9%, 19.7%, and 19.8% for run#1, run#2, run#3 and run#4, respectively. These results prove that PPX passivation of perovskite thin films by the CVD method is reproducible.

In Fig. 2e, the $J$–$V$ characteristic of the champion PSC incorporates a 1 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin film (i.e. passivated PSC), corresponding to a very high PCE of 20.4% in reference to the champion PSC incorporating uncoated perovskite thin film (i.e., non-passivated PSC) exhibiting a PCE of 19.4%. The corresponding photovoltaic parameters are summarized in Table S4†. It should be noted that it is an ongoing challenge in the field of perovskite photovoltaics to ascertain an agreement between $J_{SC}$ derived from EQE and $J$–$V$ characteristics.55,56 Also in this study, we observed a significant difference. However, as the absolute value of $J_{SC}$ is not key to this work and we prefer to be conservative in reporting PCE, we applied a mismatch factor to the $J_{SC}$ driven from $J$–$V$ that accounts for the lower $J_{SC}$ derived from EQE (Fig. S11†). This factor is consequently applied to all measured $J$–$V$ characteristics. The $V_{OC}$ and FF are significantly increased for the passivated PSC, which is attributed to the suppressed non-radiative recombination at the interface of HTL due to the incorporation of the PPX layer on top of the perovskite thin film. These improvements are in good agreement with previous reports on the passivation of perovskite thin films by other organic or inorganic layers. For instance, Matsudo’s group and Miyasaka’s group separately suggested that incorporating a solution-processed polymer layers of PMMA and PVP with thicknesses about 5–10 nm between the perovskite thin film and the HTL can reduce the surface trap states and non-radiative recombination as demonstrated by photoluminescence and impedance spectroscopy, which significantly improved the $V_{OC}$, FF and PSC performance.48,49 Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a successful example of a solvent-free method for the passivation of
perovskite thin films. For example, Koushik and co-workers demonstrated that an ultra-thin (1–2 nm) Al₂O₃ passivation layer deposited by ALD on top of a perovskite thin film can effectively improve the Vₜₚ and FF in planar perovskite solar cells. ³¹ While ALD is a layer-by-layer deposition process that is particularly suited for processing high quality inorganic passivation layers on top of perovskite thin films, this work reports on the solvent-free deposition of PPX polymer passivation layers deposited by CVD polymerization. CVD polymerization is a facile solvent-free deposition technique that allows maintaining low substrate temperatures (∼15 °C) and deposition of PPX passivation layers in a single process step. In addition, we want to point out that the PPX passivation layers deposited by CVD yield similar improvements in device performance compared to established solution-proceed polymers passivation layers such as PMMA. ³⁵ Fig. S12a–h† compares the improvement in device performance of PSCs with PMMA layers processed from a range of concentrations (0.2, 0.5, 1 mg ml⁻¹) to the PPX passivation layers developed in this work. A comparable ΔVₜₚ ≈ 0.04 mV and ΔFF ≈ 3% are shown with both passivation strategies. The highest improvement in ΔFF and ΔVₜₚ are demonstrated for the PPX passivation layer of nominal thickness ∼1 nm. Therefore, our results encourage future work on alternative solvent-free deposition methods of polymer passivation layers such as molecular layer deposition. Furthermore, the decreased hysteresis for the passivated PSC is attributed to the efficient suppression of charge accumulation at the perovskite/HTL interface of passivated perovskite thin films as well as the passivation of defect at this interface. The stabilized PCE, determined by maximum power point (MPP) tracking of the PSCs under continuous illumination, is enhanced for the passivated PSC to 19% compared to 18% for the non-passivated PSC (Fig. 2f top). It should be noted that the passivated PSC shows higher and stable Vₜₚ for 300 s of constant illumination of one sun (Fig. 2f bottom). To acquire more reliable results regarding the performance stability, the MPP tracking of the PSCs is measured under continuous illumination for 60 min. As shown in Fig. S13,† the passivated and non-passivated PSCs show exquisite long-term PCE stability that is in good accordance with short-term MPP tracking (Fig. 2f top). Zhang and co-workers observed a similar improvement in MPP tracked PCE by inserting a solution-processed polystyrene layer at the interface of perovskite/HTL. They attributed this effect to reduced number of interface traps and defects, resulting in reduced non-radiative recombination. ³⁷ To rule out that the process conditions during the CVD polymerization (vacuum, substrate temperature etc.) affect the quality of the perovskite thin films, the performance of reference PSCs without PPX passivation is compared to PSCs that underwent the entire CVD deposition process without any precursor being supplied during the deposition step. As shown in Fig. S14,† the photovoltaic parameters are very similar for both cases, which confirms that the CVD polymerization process that encompasses vacuum and a low substrate temperature (14–16 °C) cannot be held responsible for the observed passivation of the PPX layers.

Next, the origin of the superior optoelectronic quality of the perovskite thin films passivated with a 1 nm PPX layer is explored by means of steady-state PL and time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL). For this purpose, the uncoated and 1 nm

Fig. 3  (a) Steady state photoluminescence (PL) and (b) time resolved PL (TRPL) of the uncoated and 1 nm PPX-coated perovskite films. Schematics of the charge carrier dynamics at the surface of the (c) uncoated and (d) PPX-coated perovskite thin film.
PPX-coated perovskite thin films are deposited on bare glass. As shown in Fig. 3a and b, the PPX layer approximately doubles the lifetime of the steady state PL intensity and the charge carrier lifetime from 294 ns to around 419 ns. Both aspects highlight that the ultra-thin PPX layer strongly improves the optoelectronic quality of the perovskite thin film. Considering our previous observation that the PPX layer changes the chemical environment at the surface of the perovskite thin film and improves the PCE in PSCs, it is concluded that the PPX polymer passivates surface defects and trap states that are apparent for the double-cation perovskite thin film employed in this work.\(^\text{37}\) By passivating these defects, non-radiative recombination at the perovskite/HTL interface is suppressed, leading to an enhanced PL and a longer minority charge carrier lifetime. Furthermore, the ideality factor is determined from the \(V_{OC}\) dependence on the light intensity in order to obtain indications on the relevant recombination mechanism at the perovskite/HTL interface in PSCs. The variation in ideality factor between 1 and 2 in PSCs is commonly interpreted in terms of the competition between radiative recombination (band to band), trap-assisted recombination in the bulk (SRH recombination), and surface recombination.\(^\text{58–60}\) The values of ideality factors for the non-passivated and the passivated PSCs are found to be 2.08 and 1.48, respectively (Fig. S15\(\text{f}\)). This is a further indication for suppression of trap-assisted SRH recombination by surface passivation, which is attributed to the reduced surface defects on the perovskite/HTL interface and is in good agreement with the PL data. For illustration, the suggested mechanism of the PPX passivation effect at the surface of the perovskite thin film is schematically presented in Fig. 3c and d. It is hypothesized that the grains and grain boundaries on the surface of perovskite thin films accommodate several defects or trap states such as cation vacancies and anti-site substitutional defects, as depicted in Fig. 3c.\(^\text{61}\) In the ideal device, the photogenerated charge carriers should reach the respective contact stacks without non-radiative recombination at either interface, \(i.e.,\) the perovskite/HTL interface. Thin film characterizations and photovoltaic characterizations suggest that the ultra-thin PPX layer can passivate the defects and trap states and facilitate the hole transport at the interface of perovskite/HTL. Identifying the optimal balance between surface passivation and increased resistance of the PPX layer is key to obtain high final performance of the solar cells, which is again the focus of this work that introduces the CVD polymerization as a novel and powerful technique for this purpose.

Previous studies on solution-processed polymer passivation of perovskite thin films reported on the improved stability against moisture-induced degradation of the PSCs using passivation layers.\(^\text{17,17,18}\) Moreover, it has been demonstrated that CVD encapsulation of MAPbI\(_3\) solar cells by poly(p-chlorosulfonylene) (parylene-C) can significantly slow down the perovskite decomposition reaction in high humidity atmosphere.\(^\text{50}\) Owing to the hydrophobic behavior of parylene polymers, the stability of CVD-coated PPX perovskite thin films and their incorporation in PSCs is investigated in this work, as well. To investigate the stability of the PSCs, uncoated, 1 nm PPX-coated (providing the optimal photovoltaic performance), and 5 nm PPX-coated (providing the thickest barrier layer) perovskite thin films are selected for further characterizations.

Measurements of the water contact angles (CA) confirm an increase in CA of perovskite thin films from 71 ± 4° for uncoated to 89 ± 4°, and 91 ± 5° for 1 nm and 5 nm PPX-coated respectively (Fig. S16\(\text{f}\)). The morphology of perovskite thin films (deposited on glass/ITO/SnO\(_2\) NPS) for 24 h in the ambient atmosphere (relative humidity ~40–50%) under dark condition is investigated. For this purpose, atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the exact same grains at the surface of uncoated, 1 nm and 5 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin films are measured at several time intervals (Fig. S17\(\text{f}\)). By comparing the morphology of the uncoated perovskite thin film at the beginning (0 h) to its morphology after 24 h, a very strong degradation is identified. Several small particles are formed on the surface of the perovskite grains (see marked areas in Fig. 4a), increasing their surface roughness (Fig. S18\(\text{f}\)). Several studies correlated the moisture-induced degradation starting at the surface of the grains and grain boundaries of perovskite thin film and identified the smaller particles appearing on the grains as PbI\(_2\).\(^\text{62–64}\) In stark contrast, not only 5 nm PPX-coated, but also 1 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin film exhibits no noticeable degradation in AFM images during the investigated 24 h (Fig. 4b and c) as well as almost the same surface roughness values (Fig. S18\(\text{f}\)) of the sample at 0 h and after 24 h. Notably, this is another evidence of the homogeneous PPX deposition by CVD polymerization because even the ultra-thin (1 nm) PPX layer protects conformably the rough surface of the perovskite thin film. Moreover, XRD analyses of the 1 nm and 5 nm PPX-coated perovskite films reveals no change in the PbI\(_2\) peak intensity (12.8°), while the uncoated perovskite thin film exhibits a strong increment in PbI\(_2\) after storage in ambient atmosphere for 24 h (Fig. 4d–f).

By increasing the storage time of the perovskite thin films up to 30 days, the PbI\(_2\) peak intensity in the XRD signal is increased further for the uncoated perovskite thin film and a slight increase for the 1 nm PPX-coated perovskite film is observed. Interestingly, for the 5 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin film, the change in the PbI\(_2\) peak is even less. This finding implies that an increase of the thickness of the polymer layer on top of perovskite thin film enhances the barrier properties against moisture, but sacrifices the PCE due to the poor conductivity of thicker PPX layers.

Having demonstrated that the PPX passivation films act as barriers\(^\text{47,65,66}\) for moisture ingress, the stability of unencapsulated PSCs with PPX passivation is examined by exposing PSCs incorporated with the uncoated, 1 nm and 5 nm PPX-coated perovskite thin films to ambient atmosphere (relative humidity ~40–50%) and measuring repetitively the PCE over 30 days (Fig. 4g). It is observed that the uncoated PSC degrades completely after 24 days, while the PSCs with 1 nm and 5 nm PPX-coated, preserved 35% and 60% of their initial PCEs over 30 days. The photographs of PSCs with uncoated and the PPX-coated (1 nm and 5 nm) perovskite thin film at day 1 and at day 30 of the stability test are shown in Fig. S19\(\text{f}\). The PSC with uncoated perovskite thin film is fully degraded and decomposed to PbI\(_2\) (yellow appearance given bandgap of ~2.3 eV), but the PSCs with 1 nm and 5 nm PPX-coated still have the brown color of the
perovskite thin film in the solar cell active area after 30 days. However, it is not possible to significantly increase the thickness of the PPX passivation layer on top of perovskite thin film to improve the stability of PSCs, given the insulating nature of the PPX layer can significantly decrease the PCE (see Fig. 2a–d).

In order to unambiguously prove that the PPX layer acts predominantly as a barrier against moisture, bare perovskite thin films with 1 nm and 5 nm thick PPX passivation layer, as well as reference perovskite thin films without PPX layers are exposed to severe humidity condition in a climate chamber (75% humidity, dark, 25 °C, 10 days). The XRD analyses after 10 days reveals that uncoated samples strongly degrade and produce the degradation product PbI₂ (peak position 12.8°), while the degradation is strongly delayed for samples coated with PPX passivation layers (Fig. S20a–c†). Moreover, PSCs processed subsequent to this stress from perovskite thin films with PPX passivation layer demonstrate respectable PCE around 15% (Fig. S20d†). This analysis shows that PPX passivation layers predominantly act as barriers against moisture and, thereby, can enhance the stability of PSCs, which is in consistent with the long-term stability test of PSCs (Fig. 4g).

Therefore, this work proposes the extension of the application of CVD-processed PPX layer to more intrinsically stable perovskites with a different composition such as triple cation mixed halides⁶⁶ or two-dimensional Ruddlesden–Popper perovskites⁶⁶,⁶⁷ which are more stable than the perovskite used in this work.

Conclusions
In this work, CVD polymerization is introduced as a novel technique to efficiently passivate the surface of polycrystalline...
perovskite thin films with ultra-thin PPX polymer layers. By means of photoluminescence spectroscopy, the improved surface passivation of perovskite thin films coated with PPX layers is demonstrated. The quality and thicknesses of PPX layers (~5 nm) are investigated by XPS, ToF-SIMS, and ellipsometry. Double-cation perovskite solar cells with PPX passivation layers of optimized thickness exhibit lower non-radiative surface recombination losses, resulting in an enhanced $V_{OC}$ (~40 mV) and an improved FF. The champion solar cell using an optimal PPX passivation layer thickness of 1 nm shows a remarkable PCE of 20.4% and a stabilized power output PCE of around 19% for MPP tracking of 300 s. Furthermore, PSCs incorporating the PPX passivation layer show improved stability against moisture compared to uncoated perovskite thin films.

In summary, this work reports on a novel, effective passivation strategy for perovskite photovoltaics using an innovative, scalable and precise deposition technique. However further work may result in more efficient and/or stable solar cells.
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